Concert Order:

Celebrating Wendell Berry in Music:
  “For the Future”: SATB, cello, fiddle
  *I Love the Passing Light*—baritone, piano, violin, cello
  “Here Where the World Is Being Made”: unaccompanied SATB & soprano and alto soloists
  *Stay Home*—baritone, piano, violin, cello
  “The Little Stream Sings”: unaccompanied SATB
  Not Again in This Flesh—baritone & string quartet
  “A Gracious Sabbath Stood Here”: SATB + optional string quartet
  “The Seed Is in the Ground”: unaccompanied SATB
  The Necessity of Faith—baritone & string quartet
  “Whatever Is Foreseen in Joy”: unaccompanied SATB

INTERMISSION

Copland Old American Songs
  Zion’s walls
  At the river
  Simple Gifts
  Long Time Ago
  Ching-a-ring chaw

Bernstein “Chichester Psalms”